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Superman speeding bullets

Share appearance Superman: Speeding Bullets Featured Characters: Batman (Kal-El) Lois Lane Supporting Characters: Antagonists: Other Characters: Locations: Destinations: Kryptonia's Birth Matrix Vehicles: Synopsis Superman: Speeding Bullets When Dr. Wayne and Mrs. Wayne find the baby (Kal-El) in some kind
of rocket, they take him up and raise him as their own. They name him Bruce and teach him to respect all people. Regardless of social class or race. Martha Wayne cultivated her heart and cared for her with unconditional love that shaped her soul. Dr Thomas Wayne was a kind and compassionate father, despite his
emotional reservation. He understood kal-El's power - so quickly, so agilely: never as a bruised or broken bone - but he was more concerned with testing Bruce's mental boundaries than his physical limits. He told Bruce: Cowards and bullies use violence, but you - the living of all - need to pursue something better.
Something higher. Many years passed and Bruce lived a happy life... Until one fateful night Bruce and his family went out to eat at a fancy restaurant and the movie he wanted. As the Waynes walked through the alley, the robber stops and robs them. When Bruce watched his parents get shot, he remembered his
father's words It's time to face the world Bruce. The robber pointed his gun at Bruce and fired two shots. Out of anger, Bruce's Kryptonian powers go out of hand and he burns his robber's thermal vision. The next morning, Joe Chill (robber) was found face down in an alley: Dead. The body burned almost beyond
recognition. Bruce was found on his scrolls, his eyes wide and gazeless. Covered in parents' blood. Years after that, Bruce kept repeating bullets. Bullets. Bullets... Years after the shooting, Bruce hid from the rest of the world, living in his parents' mansion in solity. He hated violence and death with all his soul. Pictures of
the murder drive him crazy. One day, a group of robbers forced their way into his house. Bruce uses his powers to brutally attack the robbers, tearing them apart with his thermal vision. He decides there's a lot he can do with his powers. He's taking Batman's identity. Bruce will also become a publisher for Planet, which
Lexcorp has acquired. One day, when Lois was kicked out of Lexi's limousine and attacked by thugs, Batman came in and broke them, he burned their flesh, shrapnel their bones. He was a dangerous psychopathic animal. When Lex Luthor supposedly died in a flood of chemicals and flames, he was reborn as the Joker.
He kidnaps Lois and flies away with her. He reveals his plans to take over Gotham and launches his attack. The Joker commands his mercenant army with weapons, grenades, firebombs and Other things lexcorp's money can buy. He was going to. Intended. control of the city and its re-entrant in its own distorted file:
The independent nation-state of The Jokeranian Batman finally ends all madness and reveals itself to be a true hero. A man of decency and ideals. Comments This book was published in prestige format. Trivia This story dates back to a series of background features seen in superman (volume 1) numbers in the early
1980s called Bruce (Superman) Wayne. In these stories, the Wayne family adopted Kal-El and fought crime as Superman. She eventually married Barbara Gordon and retired from the superhero's actions shortly after their wedding. [1] Cover to Superman #1 (1939) The cover of this issue is a tribute to Superman #1. See
also Recommended Reading Links and References Elseworlds Storyline This story exists within elseworlds continuity and as such is not part of the mainstream DC universe, although it may be the basis for one of the realities of 52 Multiverse. This template categorizes articles that contain it into Elseworlds Storylines.
Community content is available through CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Superman: Speeding BulletsCover for Superman: Speeding BulletsPublication informationPublisherDC ComicsFormatPrestige format one-shotPublication dateAnuary 1993No numbers1Main character(s)Kal-ElThomas WayneMartha
WayneLois LanePerry WhiteLex LuthorCreative teamLuoated byJ.M. DeMatteisEduardo Barreto Superman: Speeding Bullets is a 1993 single-image comic by DC Comics Elseworlds. It was written by J.M. DeMatteis and has the art of Eduardo Barreth. The comic is based on the concept of combining Superman and
Batman. Plot Baby Kal-El crashes to Earth, where Thomas and Martha Wayne found him. Because the couple has always wanted a son, they adopted Kal-El and named him Bruce. One night, Thomas and Martha were shot by a robber named Joe Chill in an alley. Bruce burns Chill's face with his thermal vision (which
leads to Chill being found dead the next day) and finds his superpowers, but he's too late to save his parents. Ashamed of his failure, he suppresses his knowledge of his powers. Years later, the adult Bruce is isolated and paranoid, hiding in Wayne Manor. His super-questioning forces him to become aware of all crimes
in Gotham City, and he obsessively collects newspaper clippings of violent crimes around the world. Armed robbers break into the mansion and take his butler Alfred hostage. Bruce, in violent rage, remembers his powers and uses them to save Alfred. Alfred takes him to a cave under the mansion and shows Bruce the
ship that brought him to Earth, revealing his alien origins. Meanwhile, the robbers return with their employer, who kills them That's why. Bruce creates himself a Batman costume and brutally begins to strike back at gotham's criminals. Lex Lex The Metropolis-based industrialist, who survived a life-threatening industrial
accident a year earlier, is moving his headquarters to Gotham and arranging the purchase of Wayne Enterprises. To everyone's shock, Bruce arrives just as the contract is signed and closes the contract, announcing that he will take personal control of the day-to-day running of his businesses. Bruce also buys Gotham
Gazette and poaches Perry White and Lois Lane from the Daily Planet, which has become a soulless mouthpiece for Luthor. Lois gets great respect for Bruce's passion and idealism as a publisher, and he in turn falls for him. Weeks later, Batman rescues Lois from the attacker gang. Horrified by his evil superpower, he
angrily rejects her as he tries to help her up. Lois later writes an editorial criticizing Batman's brutal behavior. Lex arrives to kidnap Lois and reveals that the accident she suffered bleached the chalk white of her skin, turned her lips ruby red and drive her crazy. He also reveals that he used his vast fortune to attempt a
complete military takeover of the Gothams by a huge army of heavily armed mercenaries and armoured vehicles. Batman halts the takeover and captures Lex, who seems to care little about his failed coup and the loss of life it caused. Lois eventually persuades Bruce that Gotham needs the idealistic Bruce Wayne more
than violent Batman, and he decides to give up his costumed identities, waiting for a new mantle: Superman. Characters Dr Thomas Wayne: He and his wife Martha find Kal-El in the smouldering crater of a spaceship and adopt a baby. He spends his time lying his thoughts on his son's origins. Martha Wayne: She cares
for and pampers her son Kal-Eli, thoroughly enjoying raising a child she has never had herself. Alfred Pennyworth: Waynes butler and trusted advisor and friend of Bruce. The adopted son of Wayne's family, young Bruce, witnessed the death of his adoptive parents in front of him and vowed never to use his powers after
killing the robber with his thermal vision in a moment of anger. The young Wayne heir would create Batman's identity as a way to fight the criminals of Gotham City until Lois Lane was convinced to abandon his dark persona. Lex Luthor: Wealthy genius and owner of LexCorp. Exposure to lethal chemicals makes him
deformed and drives him crazy, but he is able to hide his twisted appearance with the help of a prosthetic mask and secretly fund gotham's military takeover. Bruce th blocks his plans as Batman, but Luthor, who has fully embraced his madness, no longer cares about the consequences of his actions. Awards Superman:
Speeding won the Comics Buyer's Guide Fan Award for favorite original favorite original Novel or album 1993. [1] Publication The comic was published in 52-page prestige as a single-image comic (ISBN 1563891174). See also Alternative Versions of Superman List of Elseworlds References ^ CBG Fan Awards External
Links Superman: Speeding Bullets in Cartoon DB (Archived From Original) Retrieved We've found that you're using AdBlock Plus or some other ad-blocking software that prevents the page from being fully downloaded. We don't have a banner, Flash, animation, repulsive sound or pop-up ads. We don't implement these
annoying ad types! We need money to access the site, and almost all of it comes from our online advertising. Add readcomiconline.to to your ad blocking whitelist or turn off ad blocker software. TÌM THEO Hướng dẫn truyện XEM THÊM Three and three quarters of the stars on the vietcomic.net tranh lên website. With my
recent decision to read more superhero graphic novels, I've learned that it's much easier for a comic book writer to get a good idea for a story than it is for them to execute it well. This book executes it intellectually well; it is interesting everywhere but never exciting. The expansion is simple and creative: What if Krypton's
ship crashed in Gotham instead of Smallville, Kansas, and the boy found inside was raised by jonathan and Martha Way's three- and three-quarters stars. With my recent decision to read more superhero graphic novels, I've learned that it's much easier for a comic book writer to get a good idea for a story than it is for
them to execute it well. This book executes it intellectually well; it is interesting everywhere but never exciting. The trap is simple and creative: What if Krypton's ship crashed in Gotham instead of Smallville, Kansas, and jonathan and Martha Wayne raised the boy found inside as Bruce Wayne? The following is a story



that gives readers a bolder assessment of how certain specific life scenarios of Bruce Wayne and Clark Kent shaped them into heroes. (show spoiler) [Plot: In the book, young Super-Bruce kills his parents' killers and seems to forget his power (PTSD?) until his adulthood. At that point, his vigilante justice as Batman feels
little restraint, thanks to his divine superpowers. Lex Luthor, who does not have Superman in Metropolis, is seeking to expand his empire to Gotham. Perry will be hired at the Gotham Gazette. He brings with him Lois Lane, who falls for Gazette owner Bruce Wayne, while expressing doubts about Batman's
questionability. Lex Luthor (who for some reason has become the Joker) has for some reason begun to take over Gotham by force that Batman uses for his superpowers. although it is only at the last minute that he concludes that killing Luthor would not be one to save the city. Eventually, Lois unveils Batman, having
already concluded that it's Bruce, and convinces him to work for greater moral good, which he does as Superman.Grievances: Lex Luthor's transformation into the Joker was stretching and unnecessary. It's a fun idea to explore, but not nearly as ominous as the Joker himself. And because I have limited knowledge of the
Superman world, I understand that lex luthor's inspired fear more forms his ability to remain beloved in the public eye, while secretly acting on criminal motives. (hide spoiler)] Interesting research that wouldn't have to end with this thin volume: it's also expanded into an alternative reality comic... (show spoiler) [where
Super-Bruce duels grapple between Super-Batman's harsh right and the revised moral code inspired by Lois. (hide spoiler)] ... More... More
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